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ABSTRACT
The sliding gate plate that controls steel flow through the tundish nozzle sometimes cracks leading to air aspiration and safety
concerns. To evaluate possible mechanisms for crack formation, this research applies a 3-D finite-element model of the thermal and
mechanical stress in a sliding-gate plate during preheating and casting induced by thermal expansion and/or mechanical movement.
The thermal model is first validated with previous temperature histories measured during preheating and casting in a ladle plate. The
model of a tundish sliding gate nozzle is then used to investigate thermal-mechanical behavior and cracking due to the temperature
variations during preheating and casting. The model predictions of the maximum stress location and orientation match well with the
crack location observed in used plates from POSCO. Different mechanisms for the formation of two different types of common
through-thickness cracks are identified and explained. The first involves exterior tensile stress during heating stages, and the second is
due to excessive compression from non-optimal placement of guide points on the steel cassette.
INTRODUCTION
Flow between the tundish and mold in continuous-steel casting is often controlled by an assembly of three refractory plates, as shown
in Figure 1. The middle plate is moved to adjust the opening to control the flow rate through the nozzle to maintain a stable mold
meniscus level. Cracking of the sliding gate refractories is important because it poses a great potential safety hazard, in addition to
steel quality problems. Even if cracks are rare, the precautionary limits put on lifetimes and productivity to avoid potential problems

may bbe very costly.. Furthermore, through-thick
kness cracks may
m lead to incllusion problem
ms in the steel,, due to re-oxiidation from aiir
aspiraation through the
t cracks. Rad
dial through-th
hickness crackss are common,, such as show
wn in the slide ggate plates in F
Figure 2-a) and
d
b). Thhe white, inverrted triangular-shaped area cirrcled in red on
n the fracture suurface of the thhrough-thickneess crack surfacce in Figure 2-d)
indicaates that graph
hite in the slidiing gate plate has been oxid
dized, suggestinng that the steeel was likely oxidized as w
well. Figure 2-cc)
shows some less-co
ommon transverse cracks.
Previous research has
h investigated
d refractory co
omposition effeects to extend sservice life andd achieve highher productivityy [1, 2]. Due to
their inherent brittleeness, refracto
ories are subjecct to cracking problems, butt the detailed m
mechanisms annd relative impportance of the
differrent stress sou
urces have receeived little atttention. When refractories aare subjected tto high heat trransfer and raapid changes in
n
tempeerature during
g pre-heating and
a casting, th
he resulting th
hermal stress may cause crracks [3]. Anoother source oof stress is the
mechhanical load pro
ovided to the plates
p
and casseette by the boltts, which may bbe non-uniform
m and create high localized ssurface pressure
[1]. A
Also, friction forces
f
are geneerated by the horizontal
h
(back and forth) m
movements of tthe middle slidding plate. Finnally, ferrostatic
pressuure due to heig
ght difference between
b
tundissh free surface and sliding gatte location proovides additional load.
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ure 2. Differentt cracks in slidiing gate plates

COMPUTATIONAL MODEL
To explore thermal and mechanical stress in a sliding gate plate during preheating and casting, a three-dimensional thermal-stress
model was developed. Temperature, T ( x ) , of the components of the sliding gate assembly is found by solving the heat-conduction
equation [4].:
k ∇ 2T = 0

(1)

where k is the thermal conductivity, and x are the three coordinate directions. The mechanical behavior is found by solving the
differential equations of force equilibrium:
∇ ⋅σ = F
(2)
where F if the force vector from thermal, mechanical, and ferrostatic pressure loads, σ ( x ) is the Cauchy stress tensor, computed
by Hooke’s law of elasticity:

σ = C : ε el

(3)

where C is the fourth-order tensor containing 81 elastic coefficient.:

Cijkl =

E
νE
δ ik + δ jl +
δ δ
2 (1 +ν )
(1 +ν )(1 − 2ν ) ij kl

(

)

(4)

where E is Young’s modulus, 65 GPa for refractory and 206 GPa for the steel cassette; ν is Poisson’s ratio, 0.2 for refractory and
0.3 for the steel cassette; and δ ij is the Kronecker delta. The elastic strain tensor ε el ( x ) is computed from an additive
decomposition of the strains:

ε el = ε − ε th

(5)

where ε ( x ) is the total strain tensor, computed from the gradient of the displacement field u ( x ) :

ε=

(

1
T
∇u + ( ∇u )
2

)

(6)

and ε th ( x ) is the thermal strain tensor, calculated based on the coefficient of thermal expansion α and reference temperature T0 :

ε th = α (T − T0 ) I

(7)

where I = δij is the second-order identity tensor, and α is thermal expansion coefficient, 8.2 × 10-6 °C-1 for refractory.
For the thermal problem, the flame and molten steel heat convection boundary conditions in the ladle and tundish sliding gate nozzle:

−k ∇T ⋅ n = h (T − T∞ )

(8)

where n ( x ) is the surface normal to outside, h( x) is the convection heat transfer coefficient and T∞ ( x) is the sink temperature.
During the preheating stage, internal gas flame temperature and heat transfer coefficient are needed. Based on liquefied natural gas
(LNG), containing 88% Methane (CH4), 5% Ethane (C2H6), 5% Propane (C3H8) and 2 % Butane (C4H6) [5], and stoichiometric air, a
flame temperature model [6] gives a gas temperature of 1518 °C with no excess air. However, the flames do not directly touch the
sliding gate plates and there are heat losses due to excess air entrainment, so the internal gas temperature was assumed to be 750 °C.
During preheating, the heat transfer coefficient for free heat convection from the exterior of the cylinder-shaped nozzle to atmosphere
is given by the relation for turbulent flow by Churchill et al. [7]:

Nu D = 0.825 +

2

0.387 Ra1 6
8 27

[1 + (0.492 Pr)

h=

]

Nu ⋅ k
2r

(9)

where Nu is Nusselt number, Ra is Rayleigh number, Pr is Prandtl number, h is free heat transfer coefficient, k is thermal
conductivity and r is nozzle outside radius, of 0.225 m. This gives a free heat transfer coefficient (ho,preheat) of 8.8 W/m2·K.
During preheating, the heat transfer coefficient for forced heat convection from the turbulent flowing combustion products to the
contact surfaces on the nozzle interior are given by an empirical equation for smooth cylinders by Petukhov et al.[8]:

Nu =

[( f 8) Re D Pr]
12

[1.07 + 12.7( f 8) (Pr

23

h=

− 1)]

Nu ⋅ k
2r

(10)

where Re D is the Reynolds number and f is Darcy friction factor. This gives hi,preheat of 65 W/m2·K
During the steel casting stage, the combustion gases are replaced by molten steel, flowing through the sliding gate bore at 1550°C. The
forced convection relation for turbulent metal flow from Sleicher and Rouse equation[9] is used:

Re =

2ur

υ

Pr =

υ
α

a = 0.88 −

0.24
4 + Pr

b=

1
+ 0.5exp(−0.6 Pr)
3

Nu = 5 + 0.015 Re a Pr b

h=

Nu ⋅ k
2r

(11)

where u is an average flow velocity in cross sectional area of cylinder, ν is kinematic viscosity of molten steel and a and b
vary with Nusselt number. This gives hi,steel of 28.7 kW/m2·K.
The heat conduction boundary conditions of the sliding plates are:
− k ∇T ⋅ n = q ⋅ n

(12)

where q ( x ) is the heat flux vector. The boundary conditions of the radiation heat loss from the heated sliding gate plates:

(

4
− k ∇T = εσ T 4 − Tsur

)

(13)

where ε is the emissivity of materials and σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant.
Mechanical loading is applied by constraining the horizontal displacements of the refractory plates where they touch the guide points
on the steel cassette. Additional mechanical loading pressure in the vertical direction is provided by tension in the bolts where they
contact the plates, but this was ignored in the current work.
Ferrostatic pressure is imposed on the inside refractory surfaces exposed to the flowing steel:

Fp = ρ gh

(14)

where h is height difference between the tundish free surface and the sliding gate location, 1.8 m, ρ is molten steel density, 7020
kg/m3, g is gravitational acceleration 9.81 m/s2 and Fp is the resulting average ferrostatic pressure, 0.124 MPa. Relative to the
typical stress from thermal expansion, − E ⋅ α ⋅ ∆T , which for 1000 °C temperature change is ~540 MPa, this ferrostatic pressure is
negligible and so can be neglected.
The above equations were solved using the finite-element method with the commercial software ABAQUS 6.9-1. The heat transfer
model used standard linear three-dimensional wedge-shaped (DC3D6) 6-node brick elements for the sliding plates, hexahedral
(DC3D8) 8-node brick elements for the steel band. The stress model used wedge-shaped (C3D6) 6-node linear brick elements for the
sliding plates and hexahedral (C3D8R) 8-node linear brick elements for the steel band. This linear thermal and stress problem required
about 10 hours to solve on a computer with an 8-core 2.99 GHz Intel Xeon Processor and 16 GB of RAM.

HEAT TR
RANSFER MODEL
M
VALID
DATION WIT
TH ANALYTIICAL SOLUT
TION
The m
model is first validated
v
by solving a simplle one-dimensiional transientt heat transfer problem of coonduction throough a cylinderr,
repressenting preheaating of a typiccal nozzle walll. A schematicc of the test pproblem is shoown in Figure 3. Initial, insidde, and outside
ambieent temperaturres are all 20 °C; the heat traansfer coefficieents are 70 W/m
m2·K for the innside (combusstion gas) and 20 W/m2·K fo
or
the ouutside (ambien
nt air). The mo
odel geometry, properties and
d constants aree given in Figuure 3. The exacct solution wass found using a
user ffriendly spread
dsheet-based to
ool that modells heat transferr in submergedd entry nozzlees during the ppreheating, coooling down and
d
castinng, that was vaalidated previou
usly [6]. The current
c
model simulated
s
a weedge-shaped poortion of the nnozzle wall withh a single layeer
of 3-D
D elements witth ABAQUS, with
w all surfacees insulated exccept for the thiin inner and ouuter boundary ssurfaces labeledd with arrows.
The ttwo solutions match
m
very clo
osely, as shown
n in Figure 4. The
T solutions with twenty annd forty elemeents match, thuus showing thaat
twentty elements between inside and
a outside of the
t nozzle is enough
e
for goood spatial resollution. The solutions with tim
me step sizes of
o
everyy one second an
nd every hund
dred seconds allso match exacctly, so that a hhundred seconnds time step iss reasonable. T
These mesh and
time sstep sizes weree used for the sliding
s
gate nozzzle model.
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To evvaluate the cho
oice of heat traansfer boundarry conditions, the heat trans fer model wass next applied to predict trannsient 3-D heaat
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molten steel into the mold [10]. Temperatures were measured with four thermocouples installed on the non-working side of the upper
plate, and plates were subjected to a preheating thermal treatment at 170 °C.
The geometry and thermocouple locations are shown in
Figure 5. Thermocouples are aligned along the plate
symmetry plane to measure temperature variation with
distance from the inner bore of the plate. A wedge shaped
finite element mesh is designed as shown in Figure 6. During
the preheating stage, the ladle plate is heated from 25°C with
an ambient temperature of 25°C and inside gas temperature
of 750 °C, followed by steel casting at 1590 °C, using the
same convection coefficients as proposed for the sliding gate
nozzle model, and given in Table I. The preheating time was
estimated to be 50 minutes, based on when thermocouple
number one reached 150°C. Half of the ladle-nozzle plate is
simulated, so the symmetry plane is insulated. The contact
surfaces between the upper surface of the upper plate and the
upper tundish nozzle, the lower surface of the upper plate
and the upper surface of the lower plate are also insulated,
because it is assumed that the heat exchanged between these
surface pairs is negligible (Figure 7). The thermal properties
[11] and constants for this ladle plate validation problem are
given in Table I.

Table I. Properties[11] and constants for ladle plate model validation
problem
Property or Constant
Value
Initial nozzle temp., Tinitial
25 °C
Initial gas temp., Ti,preheat
750 °C
Internal conv. heat transfer coeff., hi,preheat
65.24 W/m2·K
25 °C
External ambient temp., To,preheat
External conv. heat transfer coeff., ho,preheat
7 W/m2·K
Molten steel temp., Ti,steel
1590 °C
Internal conv. heat transfer coeff., hi,steel
2.87 104 W/m2·K
External ambient temp., To,steel
150 °C
External conv. heat transfer coeff., ho,steel
7 W/m2·K
Density,
3200 kg/m3
Thermal conductivity, k
8.26 W/m·K
Specific heat, Cp
1004.64 J/kg·°C
Stefan-Boltzmann const.,
5.37 10-8 W/m2·K4
Emissivity[12],
0.92

The upper ladle plate temperature contours predicted by the current ABAQUS model after ninety minutes are shown in Figure 8.
Temperature in the plate decreases radially from the plate inner bore to the outside surface with a large, nonlinear temperature gradient
due to the large heat capacity of the refractory. Experimental measured and predicted ladle plate temperature histories are compared in
Figure 9.
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During the forty minutes of casting where thermocouples were recording, the experimental and predicted temperatures in the ladle
plate match well with the model simulation, especially near the plate bore. This suggests that assuming an internal gas temperature of
750 °C during preheating is reasonable, in addition to the heat transfer coefficients used for the tundish sliding gate nozzle application.
APPLICATION TO TUNDISH SLIDING GATE NOZZLE PLATES

The half of the symmetrical tundish sliding gate nozzle system assembly simulated in this work is shown in Figure 10. The upper and
lower cassette and three sliding-gate plates are all clamped together by four bolts. Each of the plates is surrounded with a steel band
and is restrained within the cassette by guide points. The middle plate moves back and forth between such guides which are connected
to a hydraulic cylinder to control the molten steel flow. Details of the finite element mesh are shown in Figure 11 and Table II. Three
plates and three steel bands are modeled and number of the total elements is 52,871.
Starting initially at ambient temperature, all of the parts are preheated to 750 °C at 100 percent (fully open) for 3.5 hours. Then, the
middle plate is moved to zero percent open at 25 mm/sec, taking 5 seconds and held for 12 more minutes while steel fills the tundish.

Then,, the middle pllate is moved again,
a
increasin
ng the opening to 60 percent,, for steady cassting. The multtiple small movvements during
g
the coontinuous castiing process aree neglected.

Figgure 11. Finite element mesh

Figure 10. Schematicc of tundish slid
ding gate nozzle assembly

Table II. Computational model mesh ddetails
Elements
Parrt
Upper Plaate
(W
Wedge)
15,133
Middle Pllate
(W
Wedge)
18,008
18,782
Lower Plaate
(W
Wedge)
512
Upper Ban
and
(Hex.)
512
Middle Baand
(Hex.)
384
(Hex.)
Lower Baand
52,871
Total

Afterr 3.5 hours cassting, the open
ning is moved back to 0 perccent. For safetty and productt quality reasoons, the slidingg gate nozzle is
i
replacced in the castter every 3.5 hours.
h
The heaat transfer mod
del is run for aall of these proocess steps, foollowed by runnning the stress
modeel. The propertiies and constan
nts are shown in
i Table III.
The bboundary cond
ditions of the heat
h
transfer arre illustrated in
n the left side of Figures 122 and 13, for thhe preheating and continuou
us
castinng stages respeectively. The bo
oundaries inclu
ude the inner bore (red regionns), outer surfaaces (blue regioons), and insulated surfaces at
a
the toop of the upper plate, bottom
m of the lower plate and sym
mmetry plane (vviolet regions)). The gap connductance betw
ween plates is 0
W/m·K and betweeen each platee and its steeel band is 7
W/m·K. For the stress
s
model, illustrated on the right of
Table IIII. Properties[111] and constannts for sliding ggate model
Figurres 12 and 13, the purple regions
r
touch the cassette,
Value
P
Property or Con
nstant
upperr tundish nozzzle (UTN) and submerged entry nozzle Initial nozzlle temp., T
25
°C
initial
(SEN
N) so the displlacement of z--direction is constrained to
750 °C
zero. Grey regions are the contaccting guide-po
oints between Initial gas teemp., Ti,preheat
24 W/m2·K
Internal
con
nv.
heat
transfer
r
coeff.,
h
65.
i,prehea
at
the cassette and pllates, which arre constrained
d in x and y25 °C
mbient temp., To,preheat
directtion displacem
ment. The side surfaces of thee plates (dark External am
7 W/m2·K
blue rregions) touch the UTN and SEN, so are constrained
c
in External connv. heat transfeer coeff., ho,prehheat
the x and y-direction
ns.
1550 °C
Molten steell temp., Ti,steel
28719.63 W/m2·K
Internal connv. heat transferr coeff., hi,steel
Figurre 14 and 15 show
s
contourss of temperatu
ure and stress External am
150 °C
mbient temp., To,steel
durinng the preheating and co
ontinuous cassting stages. External connv. heat transfeer coeff., h
7 W/m2·K
o,steell
Tempperature in thee plates increaases sharply frrom the plate
3200 kg/m3
Density of rrefractory, ref
outsidde surface to the inner bore in the radial direction,
8.26 W/m·K
especcially during the casting stage, when temperature Thermal connductivity of reefractory, kref
1004.64 J/kg·°C
y, Cp,ref
differrences between
n inside and outside are greatest.
g
This Specific heaat of refractory,
0.92
generrates great therrmal expansion
n near the platee bore, which Emissivity oof refractory[122], ref
is coonstrained by the small am
mount of expaansion in the Density of ssteel, steel
7860 kg/m3
outsidde of the platee. This generates compressive hoop stress Thermal connductivity of stteel, ksteel
488.6 W/m·K
near the inner borre, which is balanced by simultaneous
Specific heaat of steel, Cp,stteel
4188.6 J/kg·°C
tensioon hoop stresss towards the outside. At the same time,
0.75
generral expansion of the plate pushes again
nst the guide Emissivity oof steel[12], stteel
Stefan-Boltz
zmann
const.,
5.37
100-8 W/m2·K4
pointss, generating radial compreession, and ex
xtra localized
tensille hoop stress.
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The ppredicted princcipal stresses arre shown in a top-view of th
he middle platee in Figures 166 and 17, and ccompared withh the location of
o
comm
mon through-th
hickness cracks below. The results
r
suggestt two different cracking mecchanisms. The excellent agreeement between
n
the loocation of maximum tensile stress
s
on the plate exterior at the location off common obseerved through--thickness craccks in Figure 16
confirrms one mechaanism of crack formation. Th
hermal expansio
on during heatting causes com
mpression nearr the inner boree, and balancing
g
tensioon in the exteriior of the refractory plate. Th
he maximum prrincipal hoop sstress near the thickest part oof the plate excceeds the tensile
strenggth of the refraactory. The craacks likely form
med at these po
oints and propaagated inwardss, perpendiculaar to the stress direction, from
m
the ouutside to the in
nner bore. Ten
nsile strength of
o the refractorry is not availaable, owing to its high brittleeness. Refractoory hand book
ks
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o and mechan
nical behavior in preheating
g
Figurre 14. Thermo
stage
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Figure 15. Thermo and m
mechanical behhavior in continnuous casting
stage

suggeest that the tenssile strength is about 5 percen
nt of the comprressive strength
th in refractoryy materials [13]]. This stress iss exceeded afteer
only 10 minutes of preheating.
p
Ass time and temp
perature increaase during prehheating, the streess gradually inncreases. Tensiile stress during
g
the caasting is even higher.
h
A seccond common location of thrrough-thicknesss cracks matches with the loocation of maxximum compressive stress aat the refractory
y
surfacce in Figure 17
7, where the plate sides conttact the cassettte guide pointss. Here, the hooop stress exceeeds the compreessive strength
h.
This second crackin
ng mechanism
m depends on th
he plate shapee and cassette guide point loocation. The tim
me of crack fo
formation is no
ot
hat this highly--compressed reegion generateed excessive crreep in comprression, which then generated
certaiin, however. Itt is possible th
large tensile stress, and accompan
nying tensile cracks,
c
during the final coolling-down stagge after castingg. It is clear thhat guide-poin
nt
geom
metry design and clamp forcess must be optim
mized to lower this compressiive stress to prrevent this mecchanism of platte cracking.
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NCLUSIONS
CON
This paper investigates the therm
mal and mechan
nical behavior of tundish slidding gate nozzzle plates durinng preheating and continuou
us
castinng, using a thrree-dimensionaal finite-elemeent model. Thee internal gas temperature annd heat transffer coefficientss are calculated
d
usingg previous mod
dels and theory
y. The heat-tran
nsfer model an
nd its boundaryy conditions arre validated wiith an analyticaal test problem
m,
and w
with previous experimental
e
teemperature meaasurements of a ladle-nozzle plate. The tunndish sliding gaate nozzle moddel predicts thaat
durinng the preheatin
ng stage, the tensile
t
and com
mpressive stresses exceed booth the refracttory tensile andd compressivee strengths. The
modeel predictions of
o the maximum
m stress locatiions and orienttation match w
well with the crrack locations observed in ussed plates. Thiis
suggeests two differeent cracking mechanisms
m
whiich are both ob
bserved in pracctice. Thermal expansion duee to the temperature variation
ns
are thhe first importaant mechanism causing crack
ks to form in th
he plate due to ttensile stress dduring heating stages. Seconddly, geometricaal
design of the cassette appears to constrain the plates to apply
y excessive prressure at the ccassette guide points during operation. The
cassette is an imporrtant part of th
he model predicction of crack formation, andd the geometryy of its guide ppoints should bbe optimized to
o
preveent cracks due to excessive compression.
c
Further
F
work iss needed to inccorporate the eeffects of creepp and residual stress, to betteer
investigate crack formation.
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